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Negotiating the Sales Process
Discussion Points
• There are several phases of negotiations in the sales process
• We will first discuss, “What is Negotiation?”
• Then we will show how a business relationship is a constant negotiation

How will we do this: 
We will attempt to relate the phases of Negotiation with Relationships

Please note: This is an open forum discussion
Questions, comments and suggestions to the group are required for this to be value added



Negotiation
Question: What does it mean? 

The first step is you have to find 
someone to negotiate with!

How do you do it?



I Would Propose….
The selling process, including negotiation is not unlike….

Marriage



Prospecting & Dating
In order to sell something you need to meet 
someone that likes what you have to offer

How do you do that?



Proper Planning Prevents Poor Performance
When you go on a first date do you prepare?

But the first step in any negotiation, is 
Preparation

If you are not prepared you may 
not even get on base

Preparation can be 
painful…



I Like What You Have To Offer

OK… so the gate keeper has let you in and you are starting to talk… 
….a foundation is being set for a trustful relationship

Are you listening? 



Trial Period
Let’s do lunch

Lunch is safe (no commitment)
Lunch is the trial 

… screw up this stage and you are behind 
in the negotiation…. 

Performing well in this phase 
sets the stage for a profitable 
contract!

At this stage your negotiation is 
in full swing!



You Did Well

• During the sample period both parties learned a lot about each other
• Hopefully you listened and now you are prepared to move forward in the 

relationship
• You performed well, you did what you said you would do, your widget 

solved their issue
• Who has the power?

• By listening and performing to your customers expectation you have built 
value
• It is now your job to turn that value into a profitable long term relationship

What’s Next?



Meeting The Parents
You have performed well, you thought that the deal has been signed, sealed and 
delivered…..
……….but now your partner has to introduce you to the people that pay the rent

Your negotiation has taken on several new factors
• Does your contact really have the power?
• Are they using this next level to devalue the product/service you are offering?
• Is this a strategy that they use to get you to change the terms?

Often in this stage a customer will ask for something more…

Did you plan for that?

“I really like you but you better bring flowers for my mom
and a six pack for my dad or they will kick you out!”



Your Reaction

• This can be a critical time in the negotiation 
• Are you prepared?

If you have anticipated this request you could present a 
counter proposal immediately

Your widget is 
great but we 
need to pay 

10% less

We are happy to 
provide you a 
volume based 

discount. Here is 
my proposal…

We do not 
offer that in 

our contracts..

I understand you do 
not offer that in your 
contracts…. How do 

you propose we 
lower the cost of the 

widget?



Moving In Together

We have an agreement! Everyone is excited!

Is your negotiation 
over?

OR
Has it just begun?



Let’s Recap

You found a potential customer

The customer liked your offer and gave you a chance

You passed the test

After some negotiation you have made it on base

Now we have an agreement and the rest is easy…. Or is it



Critical Stage of the Negotiation

You have the contract but you do not have control of the remote

The customer can still change channels… this means constant 
negotiation

…can you help me out… can you lower the price by just a 
little to get the next contract… how about smaller lot 

quantities for the same price… 

Be prepared. Remember this is their job. They need to get 
the best deal just like you. 

How will you respond? 



How You Respond Sets The Stage

NO! I am watching ESPN not the Bachelor

This sets a hard boundary condition. A walk away point. Make sure you 
are willing to walk away in this situation.  

How about 30 min of each?

Now the other party knows they can come back to you for a 
compromise at anytime.



How You Respond Sets The Stage

The Bachelor is a good option, but how do I watch “The Last Dance” 
and ESPN at the same time?

Of course this is possible, however that would require us to have more 
capacity (another TV) which we can do with your support of a long 
term commitment.



Finally A Deal



We All Know What Happens Next…

It is such a great deal for both parties why would we ever fight?

Your widget is out of date… I am no longer happy with it’s performance

Business conditions have changed; we need to re-valuate our deal

The level of customer service has fallen which is causing stress 



Enter Into The Most Critical Stage Of A 
Negotiation
Did you plan for an exit strategy?

Did you diversify your risk or by losing this customer would you go 
broke? Can you afford to live without them?

Yes – You have options
No – Bring on the councilor 



Divorce

• Even when you are in the process of exiting a business relationship 
you are in a negotiation

• How your exit can be a win?
• Can you make a deal that provides a smooth exit?
• Do you want to take a hard stance and grab as much as you can?

• Generally speaking a customer does not want to burn bridges
• What kind of agreement can you make to keep the door open?



Wrapping It Up

Negotiation is not a one time event

Negotiation is a living thing that if done properly provides value and if 
done irresponsibly it destroys value

Properly Plan your Negotiation to support your Relationship Goals in 
order to Prevent Poor Performance



Thank You!

If you would like to discuss this or any other topic in the future please 
feel free to reach out to me!

I can be found on LinkedIn or feel free to shoot me an email or give me 
a call.


